6th November 2016

WE ARE GLAD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE NOW AN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ORGANIZATION

LET’S

NURTURE THE NATURE , SO THAT WE CAN HAVE A BETTER FUTURE .

Running an environmentally friendly business helps us reduce our
impact on the environment and preserves natural resources. Our
business can help the environment in many ways.
There are surprisingly huge amounts of people, businesses,
communities and NGOs that would like to do more to conserve and
protect our natural resources, but they don’t know where to begin
with becoming more efficient environmentally friendly. Understanding
what makes each of these aspects of our world part of the process of
changing and conserving our resources.
Being environmentally friendly simply means having a lifestyle that is
better for the environment. It’s all about taking small steps towards
mother earth so as to make this planet a better place for our
communities and generations to come.
The first step is to begin to understand the basics of what each part of life can do to become more
environmentally friendly. The next step is to begin to learn to make different choices on a personal
level that start to change your awareness and consumption of resources. The changes are surprisingly
easy to make.

WE WILL DO OUR ROLE THROUGH THE FOLLOWING :
12-

Become more aware about natural resources
Practice conservation
Turn off the lights as we leave a room, unplugging devices not in use, use sunlight when it is a choice, etc.
3- Plant more trees
4- Conserve energy
Change all our light bulbs to LED light bulbs, run copies in batches to reduce the time our copier spends in
high-power mode
5- Conserve water
Keep the running tap closed while kids are brushing teeth, using water saving appliances
6- Buy locally grown products
7- Composting
Use organic kitchen waste and converting it into rich nutrient food for our plants that helps them grow
8- Educate kids at our kindergarten
Plan future activities to include conservation practicing
9- Conserve paper
Convert all our internal reports, parents’ reports, toilet reports & attendance sheets to smart technology
solutions
10- Invest in environmentally friendly business solutions

The environmentally friendly people are those who move through life with an awareness of how
natural resources are used to create and support their life. They recycle, conserve water & fuel and
make other choices that not only lessen their impact on the environment, but also support
organizations that are working towards being more environmentally responsible.
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